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JUNGLE BOOGIE
The Ska suite at Geejam,
Jamaica. Opposite:
Winifred Beach, where
horse rides are available
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n the wild north-east corner of Jamaica, the foothills
of the Blue Mountains drop into the sea and the
jagged jungle coastline is studded with lonely scoops
of secluded pale sand, some only reached by dirt
road through tangled overgrowth. This is Portland,
a world away from the touristy resorts of Montego
Bay. The parish is considered by locals to be the most
beautiful on Jam Rock. It is a rainy, misty land of luscious foliage,
rivers meandering through mountains and majestic waterfalls.
Those who come to this part of the island seek freedom, privacy
and the residue of glamour that still glows, since Errol Flynn and
his third wife Patrice swung into town in the 1950s. Here is a land
where the laid-back locals do not judge you, where you can raft
uninterrupted down emerald rivers, ride bareback in cane-rippled
valleys, and bathe in the pools of a remote waterfall.
In the first half of the 20th century, the local town of Port
Antonio made money as a banana port: it was a hive of activity
www.harpersbazaar.co.uk

and money. By the time the Flynns arrived, the industry was
already slipping downhill. Instead, this secret corner of Jamaica
became a playground for a secret, wealthy elite. By the 1960s,
the Flynns were joined by the Aga Khans, who built an elegant
hideaway on Monkey Island, and those inveterate travellers
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. Noël Coward shared their
parties and picnics. These were halcyon days.
The thing about Portland is, after these silver-screen figures
left or died, the region never really moved on. The same mansions
remain, a little tattered round the edges – crumbling, palatial,
hurricane-battered, colonial-era homes that you chance upon
in the backwater hills. There are more hotels now, of course,
but these are one-off, off-the-beaten-track places, tucked into
hillsides and behind the back of rugged beaches – such as the
traditional Goblin Hill Villas; Hotel Mocking Bird Hill, with its
organic cuisine and eco-tour credentials; and the old-school Jamaica
Palace Hotel. There is no local airport running scheduled flights;
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WELCOME BREAKS
The Drum & Bass
suite, on the ground
floor of the
recording studio

Jacuzzi overlooking the ocean, which shares its views with the
buzzing hummingbirds. Staff hand me a mobile programmed
with the numbers for room service, the restaurant and the other
suites (useful, should you be reserving the entire estate).
On the night we arrive, the not-so-distant hum of reggae is
pulsating through the undergrowth. Geejam was a recording
studio before it was a hotel, and its owners are music producers.
Jon Baker came to Jamaica via New York, looking for a holiday
home; he built the studio and hotel. His business partner Steve
Beaver divides his time between Jamaica and Hong Kong, where
he runs his music business. Gwen Stefani, Gorillaz, Björk and other
superstars have recorded at Geejam, so you never know who you
might bump into. And, as a guest, you are allowed to cut your
own tracks here, provided there is no recording session going on.
The icing on the cake is the stardust scattered by Geejam being
part of the Island Outpost portfolio of properties. This is the brand
created by Chris Blackwell of Island Records for a stable of hotels
that are so Jamaican in vibe, from rock-star Geejam to hippie-ish
Jake’s, glamorous GoldenEye and the colonial chic of lovely
Strawberry Hill. Blackwell is a legendary Jamaica resident, a
film-maker and music producer who brought Bob Marley & the
Wailers to global fame and signed U2, Cat Stevens and PJ Harvey.
And the people at Geejam are way cooler than your average
Caribbean hotel guest. Grace Jones has stayed here (writing ‘I
came, I saw, you conquered me’ in the visitors’ book), Banksy has
scribbled on the walls, and Sharon Stone booked the whole place
for her 50th birthday. Most people here seem to be writers, artists
or musicians. One day, a collection of octogenarian gentlemen
are at the bar dressed like Harlem jazzmen from the 1950s. They
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the road from Kingston winds sickeningly through mountains and
is pockmarked with craters. On the plus side, Portland has never
had the heart ripped out of it, unlike Montego Bay and Ochos Rios.
I am a guest at Geejam, a new hotel created in the freedom-loving
Portland spirit. It tumbles down a ragged hill towards the ocean,
hidden beneath an opulent, fairy-tale curtain of tropical foliage –
banana plants, avocado-trees, star-fruit bushes and plum apple.
Out of six acres of hill, the owners have carved space for a
three-bedroom villa with a walled pool, three elegant cabins,
a suite, and a bar and restaurant serving a variety of cuisine, from
Mediterranean to Japanese. They have just completed the
finishing touches on their new beach, which they have rescued
from a life as the local dump. They are dreaming of building
a honeymoon suite down here, called the Gee Spot. At the peak
of the property, the views of the nearby hills and ocean are epic.
The jungle suites (Ska, Rocksteady and Mento) are built on
stilts and loaded with state-of-the-art technologies – including
flatscreens with hundreds of films and albums. Ours has an outdoor

PUNTERS’ CHOICE
Rafting on the Rio Grande,
Port Antonio
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are the Jolly Boys, Baker’s latest Jamaican discovery. He wants to
be the Ry Cooder to their Buena Vista Social Club; mento, their
style of music, is the Jamaican equivalent of the ‘old man’ son in
Cuba; it’s the traditional folk music that predated reggae and ska.
Geejam’s incredible USP is that no other hotel I can think of
exudes the living essence of rock ’n’ roll. The management here
are music-makers, not people-pleasers, charming though they
are. The horizontal Jamaican vibe is geared towards creativity,
not slicker-than-slick service: don’t expect to be followed around
by a butler wielding cold towels. It’s more like staying with an
eccentric friend who has offered you the services of his driver.
And you must use that on-tap car. For starters, there’s
Frenchman’s Cove to visit – a favourite of the Flynn family. The day
we visit, it’s just us and some dreadlocked Czech waifs playing chess.
We eat at the jerk shack, and watch the fish-filled, emerald-green
river, banked by almond-trees, swish into the sea. At the ‘World
Famous’ Blue Lagoon, where Brooke Shields frolicked with her
castaway boyfriend in 1980, a solitary man sits nonchalantly
carving pen pots out of bamboo poles. At idyllic Winifred Beach,
there are quiet beach bars and shacks selling jerk chicken and
ackee and saltfish. We go rafting, as Errol Flynn liked to, on the
Rio Grande. It rains, and there is no one else on the river, which
snakes through the foothills of the John Crow Mountains. We
wander through Port Antonio, the down-at-heel, characterful
backwater with its muddy market of local produce.
Like everywhere in Jamaica, the ghost of Bob Marley is always
present – not because street vendors are hawking T-shirts with
his face on, but because his music still booms out from every
roadside sound system. And the locals are the calmest people
on Earth: maybe the herbal aromas that waft in through my car
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window every few minutes have something to do with it. Their
Marley mantras constantly reaffirm a daily desire for peace:
‘one love’ and ‘respect’ replace hello and goodbye. No request
is a problem – ‘yeah, man’ is the answer. Away from town,
everywhere we go feels hidden and unspoilt enough to hear
the whirr of the hummingbirds, the vibe is still drowsy, the
freedom is still rum-fuelled, and the mantra is still ‘one love’.
www.harpersbazaar.co.uk
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STEPPIN’ OUT
The post office at
Drapers, a sleepy
hamlet near Geejam,
in 1985. Above: the
restaurant terrace
at Geejam

